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Bestselling quick-prep French course for travelers, now in CD format! This accessible minicourse

provides all the communication skills needed to make the most of a foreign jaunt. In just one

week--less time than it takes to get a passport--you can learn enough French to conduct typical

travelers' transactions with conversational confidence. Organized into seven units, one for each day

of the week, these colorfully illustrated chapters feature:  Vocabulary and phrase lists for everyday

situations such as dining, shopping, and asking for directions Accessible grammar points and

interactive practice exercises An easy-to-navigate vocabulary list for on-the-spot reference

Dialogues and exercises performed by native speakers--now on CD Updated information about

ATMs and public phones abroad
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Too advanced for beginners, too basic for advanced, very useful if you already know some French.

Before your visit to a French speaking country, review this book carefully, then take it with you as a

quick reference. The book may be divided into the 7 days of the week, but don't take the "7 Days"

part of the title literally. Take your time.



I love the way this book starts with little dialogs in French where you can try to figure out for yourself

what they're saying, and then the next page has the words in translation so you can see how right -

or wrong - you were. It's not just lists of phrases, or grammar and dictionaries, they're included but

it's more than that. It's a lot "friendlier" than other language books and a great way to get off to a

good start with learning French. I highly recommend it!

Very useful for French review.

You definitely need to know how to pronounce the french words in general before you can take on

this book, like the previous reviewer commented. For beginners that had zero experience with the

language, I highly recommend French for Travelers, and from there you can progressively pick up

the language. I glanced through the book and found it very conversational and it would help me

reinforce what I learned before.

I purchased this book for a summer internship in France. It is comprehensive in topics and

vocabulary, but has no pronunciation guides. French is a language that is not phonetic. I would

recommend getting something with a CD/DVD or at least a guide. I had good luck withÃ‚Â French,

Conversational: Learn to Speak and Understand French with Pimsleur Language Programs

(Pimsleur Instant Conversation)Ã‚Â which is great to listen to in the car!

It was very good. It came with a CD that would aid me by showing the proper pronounciation of

those French words, as spoken by native French speakers.

I purchased this to try and learn some french while commuting in to and from work. This was too

fast, had a book you should follow along with and was not compatible to learning in the car.

This tutorial must have been written in the 60's. I was looking for something that would teach me the

normal things I might have to say on my first trip to France, e.g. how to buy groceries, how to

discuss currency, how to order more than just coffee and bread with butter. It has a whole chapter

on going camping and buying things for your camping trip. Also a trip the clothing store where I

would purchase a blue skirt! Really! Horrible investment.
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